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Abstract: Urban areas have been responsible for the majority of the European Union (EU)-wide
primary energy demand and CO2 emissions. To address this issue, the European Union introduced
the concept of Positive Energy Districts (PEDs). PEDs are required to have an annual positive primary
energy balance. However, if directly addressed in the literature, this energy balance only includes
annually fixed primary energy factors and often neglects grid impacts. To bridge this gap, this
work proposes a mathematical optimisation approach for PEDs, working towards an open-source
model. The model’s main novelty is an hourly primary energy balance constraint. The performed
case study on the island La Palma for both an urban and a rural neighbourhood show that the PED
concept has a higher net present value (NPV) than solely buying electricity from the grid in all
feasible cases. Depending on the space available for PV installations, the NPV increases between
29 and 31% and 25–27% for the rural and urban PED scenarios, respectively. However, in the
scenarios with reduced grid impact, the NPV decreases due to the expensive battery installations.
Comparing the significantly fossil-based electricity grid mix of La Palma with the renewable-based
one of El Hierro shows that the primary energy-based optimisation has more room for flexibility in
the high renewable mix. While the dynamic primary energy balance constraint appears promising
for operational optimisation, the allocation of correct primary energy factors is crucial.

Keywords: energy system modelling; optimisation; positive energy district; primary energy; linear
programming; open-source; energy balance; energy economics

1. Introduction

In the European Union (EU), approximately 70% of the primary energy demand is
in urban areas, and about 90% of the global energy demand increase will take place in
cities [1]. Additionally, around 75% of global CO2 emissions originate from the urban
environment [2]. On the other hand, cities play a minimal role in energy generation,
particularly from renewable sources [3]. Thus, the working group of the Strategic Energy
Technology (SET) Plan regarding action 3.2 “Smart Cities and Communities” established
the goal of having 100 Positive Energy Districts (PEDs) within the planning, development
or operation stage by 2025 for a more sustainable urban evolution [4]. The European
Commission (EC) launched the SET Plan in 2007 to gain a leading role in sustainable
energies, focusing on renewable energy generation, storage, flexibility and energy efficiency,
among other themes. Those were translated into specific working groups in 2017, with
Positive Energy Districts among them [5]. A PED is defined as a community that locally
generates more energy from renewable sources than it consumes from the grid on an annual
basis while maintaining a net-zero CO2 emission balance. While this is the main constraint,
further focus is laid on system flexibility, and resilience, energy efficiency in buildings, life
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quality, inclusiveness and sustainability [4,6]. Furthermore, in [7], the authors distinguish
spatially between autonomous, dynamic and virtual PEDs. Autonomous and dynamic
PEDs have clear spatial boundaries. While the autonomous PED can only export energy,
the dynamic PED can freely interchange energy with the distribution grid. A virtual PED
extends the spatial boundaries and allows for renewable energy generation outside of the
community borders. In this work, the focus is laid on dynamic PEDs.

1.1. Positive Energy District Analysis in Literature

To date, little work has been conducted on the techno-economic analysis of PEDs,
considering the annual positive energy balance. In [8], the authors optimise Energy Positive
Neighbourhoods (EPN) that are very close to PEDs. They include electricity and heating
demand and distinguish between a centralised, single ownership neighbourhood approach
and a hierarchical two-level optimisation. The annual energy balance is not described
mathematically. In [9,10], specific districts in Vienna are analysed regarding their feasibility
to become a PED. The authors use 3-D building models to be fed into the software PVsites
for energy generation assessment to establish if they can cover the demand. As a result of
this, the Floor Space Index (FSI) is determined to be a crucial factor in densely populated
areas for PED feasibility. Only in the case of unrealistic PV roof coverage, an annual
positive energy balance was possible but not economically feasible. Thus, a correction
factor, considering the FSI, is proposed by the authors. In [11], a calculation approach for
the PED energy balance using constant primary energy factors for technology or the grid
over a year is proposed. The methodology has not been validated yet. In [12], the authors
define assessment criteria for near-zero and positive energy communities. A case study
for a newly constructed positive energy community and a renovation based near-zero
energy community is conducted using pre-existing software (RETScreen, EnergyPLAN).
An integrated energy balance as a constraint is not included, and predefined technology
portfolios are compared. Similarly, [13] proposes key performance indicators (KPIs) for
energy positive neighbourhoods leading to an energy positivity label. The Excel-based
tool “AtLas” is presented to assess the energy positivity of a neighbourhood for long-
term planning. [14] proposes a combination of the two software solutions TRANSYS and
MOBO (Multi-Objective Building Performance Optimisation) to analyse positive energy
communities. The imported electricity and lifecycle cost is optimised simultaneously.

In [15], the authors compare an Excel rule-based and a linear programming optimisa-
tion approach for the assessment of self-sufficient districts. Generation, conversion and
storage technology is included to supply electricity and heating demand, while minimising
the life cycle cost. The authors include a specific constraint for energy self-sufficiency in the
model but none is described for energy positivity. The study concludes that major invest-
ments in storage can be saved if dynamic PEDs are targeted rather than 100% self-sufficient
districts. Judging from available literature regarding techno-economic analyses of PEDs,
there is a gap of a specific PED analysis framework focusing on the positive primary energy
balance. Additionally, due to the public interest in PED research, there is need for turning
this analysis framework into an openly accessible modelling tool. The public relevance of
PED research is underlined by the Annex 83, which is a working group of the International
Energy Agency Energy in Buildings and Communities (IEA EBC) Programme focusing
on PEDs. One specific task of the Annex 83 is the development and identification of mod-
elling tools for PED simulation and optimisation, supporting the design and operation of
PEDs [16].

1.2. Annual Energy Balance in Energy System Modelling

As literature about PED energy system modelling is quite rare, the very similar
concept of zero energy district, community, neighbourhood or building is investigated to
understand the current approach towards the annual energy balance. In terms of energy
balance modelling, PEDs and the related zero energy concepts are almost equal. While
PEDs have to generate more energy annually than consume, zero-energy concepts have to
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generate as much as they consume on an annual basis. The delta of the excess consumption
is not defined and therefore, could be insignificantly small. Thus, the approach towards
annual energy balancing integrated in energy system modelling would be very similar.
In the literature, (nearly) zero energy concept analysis and techno-economic modelling
is approached in two ways: without and with a model-integrated balance as a constraint
Model-integrated means that the energy balance is explicitly part of the optimisation model
in form of a constraint. Regarding the first method, without explicit constraint, [17] presents
an approach that integrates demand and supply side improvements for net-zero energy
districts. The work considers grid impacts as specific as voltage violations and power
backfeeding. Different PV and storage technology portfolios are tested to determine those
solutions that fulfil the net-zero energy district goal annually and even work towards it on a
15-min resolution basis. In [18], the authors published a multi-objective goal programming
approach to assess different strategies towards net-zero energy communities. The case
study community does not achieve the net-zero energy community goal, which is not
implemented as a constraint. Similarly, the case study in [19] compares the primary energy
demand and generation after tailored retrofitting of a castle with various tools, to realize the
achievement of a net-zero energy building. Other studies apply the same way of comparing
local generation and demand after the optimisation. While this is one way to evaluate if an
urban development project achieves net-zero or positive energy status, it does not allow
the model to optimise the technology portfolio and the dispatch having the energy balance
goal in mind.

In [20], the authors elaborate a mathematical optimisation model for nearly zero
energy buildings that is subject to the constraint of achieving an annual energy match ratio
of 95–100%. This forces the result to at least achieve a nearly zero-energy building status.
The authors of [21] use a multi-objective, heuristic optimisation approach for the analysis
of a net-zero energy building, specifically including the balance as a constraint. Primary
energy is not considered to value electricity generation differently. Finally, in [22], the
authors present a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) approach for specifying the
cost and optimal energy system design of zero energy buildings. A primary energy balance
and a zero-emission constraint are included in the model. According to existing literature,
there are only few studies with a primary energy balance integrated as a constraint in the
modelling approach. No study considers hourly primary energy changes of the electricity
mix. This would be important for operational optimisation, as in reality, the grid generation
mix is not constant but can vary drastically between high renewable shares and high fossil
shares, depending on the installation capacity and renewable resources such as sun and
wind. A PED should provide the additional flexibility to respond to those different grid
mix constellations. A dynamic assessment of the grid’s primary energy factor integrated in
the optimisation model could be one approach to achieve this. While a PED shall increase
the share of renewable energy generation locally, it should also provide resilience to the
grid. Grid stability, however, is often neglected in the literature.

1.3. Open-Source Energy Modelling

As elaborated extensively in [23], energy system models often are hardly understand-
able to third parties due to their black-box approach. However, this conservative approach
towards modelling due to a variety of potential concerns makes reproducibility and cred-
ibility of results barely possible [24]. Recently this has become subject to change, and
globally, more and more open-source energy system modelling approaches are getting
published under respective open-license agreements [25]. The open energy modelling
initiative lists more than 50 open-source energy modelling approaches, classified according
to indicators such as energy sectors, model type, or time-/geo-resolution [26]. In order
to contribute to this movement, the modelling approach presented in this work will be
released as an open-source model. For this paper, the model and case-study data is pro-
vided under [27]. Access will be further improved to match the FAIR criteria of Findability,
Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability [28].
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1.4. Progress beyond the State of the Art

This paper contributes to the state of the art in two significant ways: Firstly, this work
discusses perspectives of Positive Energy Districts that go beyond the annual positive
energy balance using the case study approach. This includes the problem of available space
for local renewable energy generation, particularly in urban areas, which is the target zone
of the concept. Therefore, a rural area is compared with an urban one in climatically very
advantageous conditions (a high renewable energy potential and predominant electricity
demand; no heating and cooling needed), which favour the creation of PEDs. Furthermore,
the distribution grid impact is examined. While it might be possible to supply more than
the annual energy demand from local and renewable resources, how this energy is supplied
and exchanged with the grid is of major importance to actually add value to the entire
energy system instead of straining it.

Secondly, and most importantly, the paper introduces an electricity import and export
mechanism based on hourly changing primary energy factors of the grid according to its
current technology mix. This novel approach in energy system planning and scheduling is
tailored explicitly for district concepts that are constrained by a primary energy balance
such as the PED and aims to provide flexibility in two ways. On the one hand, the dynamic
mechanism provides flexibility to the district concept itself. The district scheduling can
consider times with high grid mix primary energy intensity for export and low grid energy
intensity for import. Thus, the district reduces its primary energy export requirements
over the year and, therefore, also the need for expensive technology investment. On the
other hand, this dispatch behaviour would also add flexibility to the surrounding grid.
Considering that the grid primary energy factor is high during low renewable generation
and vice versa, district electricity export during high primary energy grid mixes and import
during low ones can stabilise the grid. This work demonstrates the potential of primary
energy arbitrage in PEDs and discusses its possibilities beyond the PED scope for island
systems that do not have their own electricity market. Finally, by adding this approach
to energy system planning and scheduling, primary energy intensity gets reduced, which
contributes to one of the primary goals of the European Union in the energy transition,
namely increasing energy efficiency [29].

The specific research questions that this work aims to answer therefore are the following:

• Is a PED technically and spatially feasible under perfect climatic conditions?
• How is a PED affected by the type of settlement (urban or rural) under these conditions?
• What are the PED’s implications in terms of cost and technology portfolio if the grid

impact is kept low?
• How does the renewable share of the grid mix affect the PED economically and

technically, if assessed hourly?

To answer these research questions, the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 is
the Methodology, including an overview of the proposed PED model, its mathematical
description and the narration of the case study. Section 3 presents and discusses the case
study results and Section 4 shows the work’s conclusions and proposals for future work.

2. Materials and Methods

This section introduces the PED modelling framework developed from scratch. Due
to its importance, first the novel energy balance is defined in Section 2.1, followed by the
mathematical formulation in Section 2.2, and finally the applied case study in Section 2.3.

2.1. Model Overview

Figure 1 gives an overview of the tailor-made modelling framework for PED analysis.
The linear programming model itself is written in Python, using the well-known Pyomo
optimisation package [30,31]. Inputs in the model are of 4 major subtypes as illustrated in
Figure 1. Technology data includes the selected technologies for optimisation alongside
their costs and additional data such as efficiencies. Timeseries data encompasses all time-
dependent empirical data such as the load(s), grid tariffs, meteorological data and grid
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generation data. Emission and Fuel data refers among others to CO2 costs and factors of the
grid and technologies. Location data refers to the geographical location of the planned PED.
This includes available space for PV installations and pre-existing PV systems. Finally, it
can be specified what kind of PED balance shall be considered as well as the time-resolution,
time horizon and interest rate. Static and dynamic primary energy factors of electricity (see
Figure 2), as well as the possibility to disable any PED restriction can be chosen for the
PED balance.

Figure 1. PED Model Overview.

Major constraints include the PED-relevant requirement of having a positive energy
balance as well as local CO2 neutral energy generation. Furthermore, technological and
cost-relevant constraints are included to describe the energy system. This work focuses
on electricity as the only energy type, justified by the demand of the case study location.
Outputs of the model include the technical feasibility of a PED development given the
spatial constraints, the NPV and its cost components of the optimal solution, as well as
the optimal energy dispatch and other relevant indicators such as the grid export and
import power.

The core and novelty of the PED model framework is its energy balance restrictions
that define the PED concept as elaborated in Figure 2. To compare different forms of energy
such as electricity and fuels, primary energy is taken as an indicator. The model framework
allows using a static or dynamic approach to derive the PEF for the positive energy balance.
The static energy balance applies a constant primary energy factor (PEF) depending on
the local electricity grid mix. When electricity is imported, it is multiplied with the grid
mix specific PEF to account for its generation. Electricity in the PED is only allowed
to be of renewable sources. According to the non-renewable only calculation method,
renewably generated electricity will not be accounted for [32]. Thus, to acknowledge this in
the export-electricity, a balance mechanism is applied, and renewable export electricity is
treated as avoided electricity generated by the grid mix. Therefore, exported power is also
valued with the PEF of the grid mix. The static approach does not require high-resolution
generation mix time-series data. However, if these data are available, the dynamic approach
can be taken. Here, each time step is considered individually by looking at the marginal
cost curve of the generation mix at this exact time step. Exported energy reduces the
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demand as depicted with ∆ Demand in Figure 2. Therefore, at each time step, the PEF of
the most expensive generation technology replaced by the PED export can be taken. For
the import to cover the electric load, the average PEF of the current generation mix is taken.
It is crucial that for other electricity import, which does not cover the electric load (e.g.,
powerflow grid to battery) the PEF of the most expensive technology of the marginal cost
curve is taken. This is further elaborated in Appendix A. This dynamic behaviour gives
the model the freedom to increase value of electricity export and import above the plainly
monetary indicator of tariffs.

Figure 2. Static and dynamic electricity balance of a PED according to primary energy factors (PEF).

2.2. Mathematical Model

The following section describes the mathematical formulation of the developed linear
programming model. Model optimisation variables and parameters are depicted in Table 1.
The model decision variables are determined by the optimisation, while the remaining model
parameters have to be given as an input to the model.

2.2.1. Objective Function

The general objective of the model is the maximisation of the net present value (NPV)
over a given time horizon Y, usually 20 years. This gives an indication of the financial
feasibility of a PED project if planned holistically by, e.g., a city council or municipality.
Thus, practical relevance in early stage city-planning is given. The respective mathematical
formulation is given in Equation (1). The NPV is determined by:

• I0, the initial investment cost in year zero of the optimised technology portfolio;
• Ry, the annual revenues from selling excess generated electricity to the grid; specified

in Equation (2);
• Cy, the overall annual OPEX, which is composed out of fixed and variable annual cost,

shown in Equations (3) and (4), respectively.

max
v∈V

NPV = max
v∈V

(−I0 +
Y

∑
y=1

(Ry − Cy) ∗ (
1

(1 + i)y )) (1)

Ry =
TS

∑
ts

X

∑
x

px,grid
y,ts ∗ dt

60
∗ f eediny,ts (2)

O&M_ f ixy =
TEC

∑
tec

captec ∗O&M_ f ixtec (3)

O&M_vary =
TEC

∑
tec

TS

∑
ts

Z

∑
z
(ptec,z

y,ts ∗O&M_vartec) +
TS

∑
ts

Z

∑
z
(pgrid,z

y,ts ∗
dt
60
∗ tari f fy,ts) (4)
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With v—optimisation variable, V—vector of optimisation variables, y—year, Y—
time horizon, i—interest rate, ts—time step, TS—number of time steps in one year, x—
“technology” with electricity output, X—Vector over “technologies” with electricity output,
dt—the time resolution in minutes, dt

60 —share of hour [h], f eediny,ts—the feed-in tariff at
each ts each year, tec—specific technology, TEC—vector of technologies selected, captec—
the capacity of each technology [kW or kWh], z—electricity input “technology” (including
load), Z—vector over electricity input “technologies”, and px,z

y,ts—the power flow matrix at
each time step from technology x to z [kW].

Table 1. Model optimisation variables and parameters.

Model Decision Variables

captec Capacities of selected technologies
f uel_consy,ts Fuel consumption at each time step each year (not used in this work)
pout,in

y,ts Power flow at each time step in each year depending on source (out) and target (in)
Aaz,β Area used for PV installation for each angle pair
Cy Annual costs
I0 Investment cost at year 0
NPV Net Present Value - model objective
O_M_ f ixy Annual fix costs
O_M_vary Annual variable costs
Ry Annual Revenues
SOCy,ts State of charge of the battery at each time step each year

Other model parameters

η Efficiency
β Tilt angle
A Area
az Azimuth angle
AZ Vector of considered azimuth angles
f eediny,ts Feed-in Tariff at each ts
Irr Irradiance
PR Performance Ratio
GCR Ground Coverage Ratio
tari f fy,ts Tariff at each ts
tec Specific technology
TEC Vector over all selected technologies
TILT Vector of tilt angles
TS Number of time steps in one year
v Optimisation variable
V Vector of optimisation variables
x Technology with electricity output
X Vector over technologies with electricity output
y Year
Y Time horizon in years
z Technology with electricity input
Z Vector over technologies with electricity input

2.2.2. PED Energy Balance

Positive Energy Districts are determined by their energy balance which thus is of
particular importance in this model framework. There are 2 types of PED balance available
to choose, depending on the availability of data. If there is high resolution data of the
electricity mix of the main grid at each time step the dynamic PED model can be chosen as
shown in Equation (6). This means that the primary energy factor is re-evaluated at each
time step according to the current electricity grid mix, which adds flexibility to the model
as it can take dispatch decisions according to the current primary energy factor. Otherwise
the static approach has to be taken as described in Equation (5), where the primary energy
factor is equal at each time step. For further explanation of the two balance types refer to
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Figure 2 and its elaboration. Of course, the electric load needs to be covered at any time as
well, as described in Equation (7).

TS

∑
ts

X

∑
x

px,grid
y,ts ∗ dt

60
∗ PEF_ex >

TS

∑
ts

Z

∑
z

pgrid,z
y,ts ∗

dt
60
∗ PEF_im + f uel_consy,ts (5)

TS

∑
ts

X

∑
x

px,grid
y,ts ∗ dt

60
∗ PEF_exy,ts >

TS

∑
ts

Z

∑
z

pgrid,z
y,ts ∗

dt
60
∗ PEF_imz,y,ts + f uel_consy,ts (6)

With px,grid
y,ts —the power flow matrix at each time step from technology x to the grid

[kW], ts—time step, TS—number of time steps in one year, x—“technology” with electric-
ity output, X—Vector over “technologies” with electricity output, dt—the time resolution
in minutes, dt

60 —share of hour [h], PEF_ex—constant primary energy factor of exported

electric energy, pgrid,z
y,ts —the power flow matrix at each time step from the grid to technol-

ogy z [kW], z—electricity input “technology” (excluding load), Z—vector over electricity
input “technologies”, PEF_im—constant primary energy factor of imported electric energy,
PEF_exy,ts—dynamic PEF of exported electric energy for each time step, and PEF_imy,ts—
dynamic PEF of imported electric energy for each time step.

The constant PEFs can for example be both equal to the grid mixes average PEF. The
dynamic export PEF_exy,ts is calculated as the energy exported times the PEF of the most
expensive technology of the grid generation mix at that time step. The dynamic import
PEF_imy,ts is calculated as the average PEF of all technologies of the grid mix at each
given time step if the load is covered. For any other power flow, also the PEF of the most
expensive technology of the current marginal cost curve is taken.

load_ey,ts =
X

∑
x

px,load
y,ts (7)

With load_ey,ts—electricity load of the district at each times step each year and px,load
y,ts —

the power flow matrix at each time step from technology x to the load [kW].

2.2.3. PV Constraints

PV is one of the most important renewable energy generation technologies for PEDs
as it can be applied to existing rooftops, carports or bus stations and therefore is in low
competition to other ground usage such as living or recreational space which is important
in urban areas. To estimate the potential, tilt and azimuth angle of the roofs and therefore
the panels are of high importance. PV is separated in PV for flat surface applications
and PV for tilted rooftops. Equation (8) describes the PV power generated at each time
step each year. For flat surface installations, an azimuth angle of 180º and a tilt angle
equal to the location’s latitude is assumed for northern hemisphere installations. For tilted
rooftops the angles of the roofs have to be approximated to a predefined set of azimuth
and tilt angles to reduce model complexity. Here, eight azimuth and three tilt angles are
considered. The area used for PV installation has to be smaller or equal to the free area
available as displayed in Equation (9). The total installed peak PV capacity in [kWp] under
STC conditions is determined as show in Equation (10).

Z

∑
z

ppv,z
y,ts = Aaz,β ∗ Irraz,β,y,ts ∗ ηpv ∗ PR (8)

Aaz,β ≤ A_availaz,β ∗ GCR (9)

cappv =
AZ

∑
az

TILT

∑
β

Aaz,β ∗ ηpv (10)
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With ppv,z
y,ts —the power flow matrix at each time step from PV to technology z [kW],

Aaz,β—area (includes existing installations) used for PV with respective azimuth and tilt
angle, Irraz,β,y,ts—tilted irradiance in [kW/m2] for each respective angle constellation and
each time step, ηpv—efficiency of the PV module and PR—performance ratio of the system
installation, that includes unavoidable losses of a PV plant, A_availaz,β—area available
according to angle constellation and GCR—ground coverage ration, which accounts for
spacing of tilted PV installations on flat roofs to avoid shading, cappv—installed peak
capacity of PV [kW], AZ—vector of used azimuth angles, and TILT—vector of used
tilt angles.

The tilted irradiance has been calculated for each angle pair according to [33] and
the model used for solar zenith and azimuth angle at a certain location and time has been
derived from [34].

2.2.4. Battery Constraints

Equation (11) shows the battery’s state of charge (SOC) update at each time step. For
a smooth connection of horizon years and an initial battery behaviour, if ts = 0 and y = 1,
SOCy,ts is taken and if ts = 0 and y ≥ 1 the SOC of the last time step of the previous
year. Additionally the SOC is limited to the battery’s capacity at any time as shown in
Equation (12) and cannot be lower than 0. The charge and discharge power is limited to a
fraction of capbattery that can be defined as an input, as well as the initial SOC1,0.

SOCy,ts = SOCy,ts−1 +
X

∑
x

px,battery
y,ts ∗ dt

60
∗ √ηbatt −

∑Z
z (pbattery,z

y,ts ∗ dt
60 )√

ηbatt
(11)

0 ≤ SOCy,ts ≤ capbattery (12)

With SOCy,ts—State of Charge of the battery at each time step each year, px,battery
y,ts —the

power flow matrix at each time step from technology x to the battery [kW] (charging),
ηbatt—round-trip efficiency of the battery, pbattery,z

y,ts —the power flow matrix at each time
step from the battery to technology z [kW] (discharging), and capbattery—the capacity of
the battery [kWh].

2.3. Case Study Definition

In the following section, the case study on which the model is applied is described. It
consists of both an urban and a rural site on the island of La Palma, in the town Los Sauces
that are considered for potential PED development. The various location specific input
parameters are described and scenarios are defined.

2.3.1. Location

Figure 3 describes the location of the rural and urban test site, which are very close
to each other in Los Sauces. La Palma has been selected as an initial case study due to
its favourable climate conditions. Those allow to only focus on electricity demand and
neglect heating and cooling for now. Furthermore, the islands that are not connected
through underwater cables (Gran Canaria, La Palma, El Hierro) can be considered a closed
system, making them very interesting from the standpoint of the grid generation mix. The
grid generation mix of all islands, except El Hierro, is dominated by fossil fuels, mainly
in the form of diesel. Thus, renewable focused projects gain interest in the sun-, and
wind-rich archipelago to cut on diesel derived electricity to reduce CO2 emissions, cost and
dependency. Among the Canarian Islands, La Palma is one of those with the least stable
grids [35]. Therefore, a PED project that values flexibility would be a worthy addition.
Regarding selecting the town of Los Sauces, a local initiative called La Palma Renovable is
currently planning the first steps of the island’s energy transition in exactly this location. A
floating PV power-based energy community with a 100 kWp installation on a water storage
is proposed in the area shown in Figure 3d [36]. This would generate renewable electricity
locally and reduce the evaporation of water from the storage. Thus, as the town of Los
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Sauces is already in the centre of interest for energy communities, this case study is applied
there as well.

Figure 3. Location of case study: (a) Location of La Palma in the North-West of the Canarian Archipelago (red circle). (b)
Location of Los Sauces in the North-East of La Palma (red circle). (c) Urban buildings considered for urban PED example
(labelled in yellow). (d) Rural buildings considered for rural PED example (labelled in yellow).

Both sites have an aggregated gross floor area of approximately 15,800 m2, despite
the large difference in surface area. Thus, the floor space index mentioned before as a
great indicator of PED feasibility lies around 3 and 0.68 for the urban and rural district,
respectively. The gross floor area is derived from the Spanish open kataster data in QGIS.
Tables 2 and 3 show the available space for PV power installations for the urban and the
rural district, which has been derived manually in QGIS.

Table 2. Space available for PV generation on flat surfaces.

Occupation Area Urban [m2] Area Rural [m2]

Flat roof 678 3138
Terrace 2150 2295

Water Storage 0 2190

Total 2828 8323
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Table 3. Space available for PV generation on tilted roofs with tilt angle of 30º.

Azimuth Angle [º] Area Urban [m2] Area Rural [m2]

0 40 235
45 0 195
90 29 270

135 0 170
180 40 240
225 0 215
270 90 250
315 0 155

2.3.2. Time Series Data

Time series, location-specific input data include the electricity demand, the tariffs, the
grid generation mix and meteorological data. Demand, generation and tariff data are taken
for the year 2019 not to be affected by COVID-19. The electricity demand is approximated
as a share of La Palma’s electricity demand, considering the gross floor area (GFA) of
the district. Since the urban and rural GFA is equal, both districts’ electricity demand
is assumed to be similar. The GFA share of all buildings in La Palma is 0.0159%. This
value is applied to calculate the hourly demand of both districts. The hourly island-wide
load is derived from [37], which is an open data website of the Spanish system operator
Red Eléctrica de España (REE). There are two types of dynamic grid tariffs for consumers
below 10 kW capacity in Spain (default and two periods; TARIFF 2.0 A and TARIFF
2.0 DHA, respectively), beyond the somewhat static tariffs. The dynamic tariffs, called
“voluntary price for the small consumer” (PVPC), represent the cost of electricity generated
and are thus very well suited for PED projects supposed to supply flexibility. The PVPC
tariff is composed of the day ahead and intraday market price, cost of ancillary services,
distribution and transmission tariffs, capacity payments and other fees. Additionally,
the PVPC mechanism offers a surplus compensation for PV production according to the
electricity generation cost. As this dynamic feed in tariff was introduced the 6 April 2019
by the royal decree 244/2019 [38], the tariff for the beginning of the year is calculated
according to the average difference to the default tariff during the rest of the year. The grid
tariffs are also derived from [37]. Generation mix data for each island is obtained from [39].
Figure 4 shows a graph of the 2.0 DHA tariff (chosen for this study) as well as the feed-in
tariff and of the generation mix during a specific day. Here, the strong dependency on
expensive diesel fuel of the island of La Palma becomes very apparent. Meteorological
data, such as global horizontal, direct normal and diffuse irradiance, and temperature and
wind speed, is taken from [40]. All further necessary data is shown in Appendix B.

Figure 4. (a) Tariff 2.0 DHA and feed-in tariff during 24th and 25th of August 2019. (b) Generation mix during 24th and
25th of August 2019.
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2.3.3. Initial Scenarios

This section describes the initial scenarios for the urban and rural PED analysis, which
are summed up in Table 4. At first, for comparison, the status quo is calculated. Since there
are no pre-existing PV installations and the demand is the same for the urban and rural
district, only one status quo scenario is needed for both districts. The status quo scenario
will show the cost of doing nothing and therefore the cost of electricity purchase only. Next,
for the urban and the rural district, an optimisation is done without the requirement of
being a PED allowing for all the area, including terrace and water pond surface for PV
power generation. This is then compared to the same optimisation with the requirement
of having a positive energy balance, to see if the PED scenario would be the generally
preferred solution. As it is pretty unlikely that all of the available space would be used for
PV generation because the owners would want to use it otherwise or because they do not
want to participate in, e.g., an energy community, an urban and rural scenario where only
roof area and potential carport area is used, that has no other possible occupation. The
PED status is required in these variations. If any of those two scenarios cannot fulfil the
PED requirement sensibly due to space restrictions, 25% of terrace space is allowed for PV
panel installations as a third variation scenario.

Table 4. Description of initial scenarios with the respective scenario number (S) and variation in
available space for PV power generation with its respective space variation scenario number (SVS)
for the rural (R) and urban (U) cases.

S # Description

1 R & U: status quo
2 R: no PED
3 U: no PED
4 R: PED
5 U: PED

SVS # Description

1 R: PED; no terrace or water storage for PV generation
2 U: PED; no terrace for PV generation
3 U/R: PED; 25% of terrace allowed if no PED possible in SVS 1/2

2.3.4. Sensitivity Scenarios

Beyond the aforementioned variation in space available for PV generation, variation
in grid power exchange (PES), grid generation mix (GGS) and grid tariff (GTS) is applied
to specific scenarios. The grid power exchange restriction is used for the urban and rural
district that uses the least amount of space and fulfils the PED requirement sensibly. Here,
the grid connection power is restricted to 2, 1.5 and 1 times the maximal load at a time
step, to decrease negative grid impact by the PED. Subsequently, the two aforementioned
urban and rural scenarios are tested in a grid mix with very high renewable penetration
to evaluate if this has an impact on the PED’s NPV due to the lower primary energy
intensity of the grid. Here, the grid mix of El Hierro is used, which had a renewable share
of electricity generation of 67% compared to 10% on La Palma in 2019 [35]. Figure 5 shows
the generation mix of El Hierro on the 24th and 25th of August in 2019. These two days
are chosen because the generation mix of El Hierro is completely renewable at some times,
while supported by diesel at other times. This allows for an in-depth assessment of the
influence of extreme changes of the grid mixes PEF, as shown in Section 3.3. Overall it can
be seen that the electricity generated during this day is mainly renewable wind power that
is partly stored by pumped hydro storage to bridge low wind generation. Electricity used
for the pumped hydro storage is represented as negative values, while discharging the
hydro-basins is shown positively in Figure 5. Finally, it is investigated how a grid tariff
increase of 2% (average yearly tariff increase in Europe 2008–2020 [41]) and 4% annually
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affects scenario S1, urban PED scenario with least space used and with a grid power
exchange limit of factor 2. The recently introduced version of the PVPC tariff supports
the assumption of an increasing and more fluctuant electricity cost. The PVPC 2.0 TD was
introduced on the 31st of May 2021 [42].

Figure 5. Generation mix on the 24th and 25th August on the island of El Hierro.

3. Results

This section presents the results of the described case study and its sensitivity analysis.

3.1. Rural vs. Urban and Variation of Roof Space Available

Figure 6 illustrates the net present value of each considered scenario as well as its
composition by CAPEX, fixed cost, variable cost and revenue from grid sales. Table 5
shows the NPV, optimised technology portfolio for each scenario, as well as the respective
electricity export/import ratio and the CO2 emissions associated with the grid import.
In the status quo scenario, no electricity generation is available, and the NPV is solely
composed of variable cost, which in this case is the grid tariff only. Since the CO2 emissions
are only associated with the grid mix (time-dependent), S1 has the highest CO2 emissions.
As solar PV is very profitable under the given climate conditions, the rural and urban
“no PED” and “PED” scenarios are identical and utilise all of the available area for PV
installations. The NPV increases by EUR 150,851 for the rural PED and by EUR 136,696 for
the urban equivalent over status quo. For the rural scenario, where no pond or terrace
surfaces are considered for PV installations the NPV decreases around EUR 10,000 from
the rural scenario where all area is selected, due to decrease solar PV electricity generation.
However, the PED solution is still economically superior over the status quo.

Table 5. NPV, optimised technology portfolio, electricity export/import ratio and CO2 emissions of respective scenarios.

Scenario NPV [€Mio] PV_flat
[kWp]

PV_tilt roof
[kWp]

Battery
[kWh]

Export/
Import

CO2
Emissions [t]

S 1 −0.483 0 0 0 - 1971
S 2 & S 4 −0.332 1265 86 0 12.60 978
S 3 & S 5 −0.346 430 17 0 3.29 1047

SVS 1 −0.342 477 86 0 4.47 1025
SVS 2 - - - - - -

SVS 3—urban −0.357 185 25 0 1.04 1134
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Figure 6. Composition of the net present value by scenario in CAPEX, fixed costs, variable costs
and revenue.

On the other hand, in the urban scenario, where rooftop terraces are not considered,
a PED is deemed to be infeasible by the optimisation, as not enough area is available for
PV power generation. Thus, 25% of terrace usage has been allowed for PV generation
in the urban scenario, which has an increased NPV of EUR 125,643 over the status quo
scenario. SVS3 has the lowest electricity export/import ratio with 1.04, as it provides the
least space for local generation. Among the scenarios with PV systems, it can be seen that
the NPV only changes very little. This is due to the relatively low feed-in tariff that does not
allow for high revenues compared to the capital expenditure. Thus, the significant increase
in the NPV results from self-consumption and not from excess sales to the grid. This
also explains the low difference in associated CO2 emissions for the scenarios with a PV
system, as emissions are only omitted by reducing grid import. For further considerations,
the scenarios SVS1 and SVS3 are used, representing the rural PED only using roofs and
possible carports and for the urban case only roofs plus 25% of terrace space for PV power
generation, respectively. As it is unlikely that 100 % of the available space for PV generation
will be used, this is also a more realistic assumption.

While both SVS1 and SVS3 satisfy the PED restriction in terms of having a positive
energy balance, they do not contribute to grid stability. This becomes specifically apparent
when looking at the distribution of PED import and export power as done for SVS3 in
Figure 7. It can be seen that grid power export observations are spread over a much larger
spectrum of power and reach maximum values of up to 221 kW. On the other hand, the
grid import spectrum is much tighter, and most observations are located in the area around
40 kW, while the maximum value is 65 kW. Considering that the scenario depicted in
Figure 7 is the PED scenario with the lowest installed capacity of PV power, all the other
scenarios will have even higher export power values. As for comparison, SVS1 and S2/4
have a maximum export power of 676 kW and 1.6 MW, respectively, compared to the same
import power maximum of 65 kW. This ratio does not contribute to grid stability but would
instead destabilize the grid.
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Figure 7. Density of grid import and export power without zeros over year one of SVS3—urban.

3.2. Variation of Grid Exchange Power

Therefore, a sensitivity analysis, where the grid exchange power has been limited
to 2, 1.5 and 1 times the maximum demanded power over the year (66 kW, up-rounded).
Without a requirement to achieve PED status, this restriction would simply reduce the PV
installed capacity to match the power exchange requirement. However, in combination
with the PED constraint, high PV installed capacity is required to generate sufficient
electricity, and almost always, storage has to be engaged to adjust and distribute the export
power. The negative development of the NPV with reduced power exchange to the grid
can be seen in Figure 8a,b for the rural and urban scenario, respectively. This reduction in
the net present value over the project time of 20 years is mainly due to increasing storage
requirements to spread the PV power export over a more extensive period. This can also be
observed in the required technology portfolio in Table 6, where battery capacity grows with
lower power exchange allowance. Additionally, for the rural case, installed PV capacity is
strongly restricted by the grid exchange limit. Furthermore, it can be seen that the rural PES
lim2 and 1.5 as well as the urban PES lim2 are still economical superior or at least similar to
the status quo scenario. It becomes apparent that the rural scenarios have a better NPV than
the urban ones. Looking at Table 6, this is due to the higher requirement of battery storage
in the urban scenarios. The rural PES lim2 does not even require battery storage at all. This
is due to the higher abundance of tilted roof surfaces in rural areas that induce a higher
peak PV power generation diversity throughout the day. However, as urban rooftops are
mainly flat, this diversity could be manually induced by varying tilt and azimuth angle of
the panels to achieve an optimal self-consumption instead of the highest aggregated power
generation throughout the year. This reveals that the optimal tilt and azimuth angle is not
in any case the preferred option. In this case study and in most of today’s tariff systems,
the feed-in compensation for excess PV generation is very low compared to the grid import
tariff. Thus, in most cases, it appears to be more economical to reduce consumption with a
slightly less optimal PV plant set-up in terms of aggregated energy generation than setting
up panels in an optimal way to then sell the excess electricity cheaply.

Furthermore, Figure 8c,d show a more cohesive export power of PES lim2 rural
compared to Figure 7. In (c), this is achieved by reducing PV power generation and a
more diverse portfolio of azimuth angles of PV panels. On the other hand, in (d) battery
is installed, which also explains the grid import at approximately 120 kW. Generally, the
import is less when batteries are installed and at economically more preferable times due
to the very dynamic grid tariff. Thus, the grid limit exchange scenarios fulfil the PED
requirement while not straining the grid as the initial scenarios and, in the case of battery
installations, even supply further stability by reacting to price signals and shed expensive
peak loads. Additionally, it can be seen in Table 6 that the export/import ratio of electricity
is below one. Due to the high cost of batteries, the model sizes the district now just to
reach the PED requirement and thus, the primary energy import/export balance is slightly
bigger than one. It can also be seen that with increasing battery capacity and the same
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primary energy balance, the electricity balance decreases. This is due to the primary energy
arbitrage that is performed by the battery to reduce the required storage size and, therefore,
the CAPEX to achieve PED status. Finally, also CO2 emissions associated with the grid
import decrease with increasing battery size as less electricity is imported.

Figure 8. (a) NPV composition with power exchange limitations of the rural PED. (b) NPV composition with power exchange
limitations of the urban PED. (c) Distribution of grid exchange power observations of PES lim2 rural. (d) Distribution of
grid exchange power observations of PES lim2 urban .

3.3. Variation of Local Generation Mix

The PEF of the electricity generation mix is strongly dependent on its share of renew-
able energy. Therefore, PED scenarios have been investigated under the very renewable
grid mix of the island of El Hierro, compared to the very diesel-based mix of La Palma as
of today. As it can be seen in Table 7, a renewable generation mix favours the PED concept
when assessed dynamically. This is due to the low PEF of the import-electricity and the
still high PEF of the export power when fossil generation is running and therefore replaced.
Thus, less battery capacity is needed, and significant savings can be made in most scenarios
when compared to Table 6. Furthermore, it can be seen that the export/import ratio of
the grid exchange restrained scenarios is significantly lower than in the same scenarios
considering a more fossil-based grid mix. This can be explained by higher fluctuations
between the PEFs of time steps. Thus, in the very renewable heavy grid mix of El Hierro,
there is more opportunity to take advantage of the primary energy difference and therefore
reduce the amount of actually required export electricity. Finally, the grid associated CO2
emissions increase with grid exchange power restrictions under the assumption of El
Hierro’s grid mix. This is due to the decreased time when PV power can cover the entire
electricity load, and thus more grid import is necessary.
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Table 6. NPV, optimised technology portfolio, electricity export/import ratio and CO2 emissions of respective PES.

Scenario NPV [€Mio] PV_flat
[kWp]

PV_tilt roof
[kWp]

Battery
[kWh]

Export/
Import

CO2
Emissions [t]

PES lim 2—R −0.385 38 185 0 0.942 1110
PES lim 1.5—R −0.445 34 192 148 0.937 944

PES lim 1—R −0.631 29 200 424 0.928 867

PES lim 2—U −0.514 175 29 301 0.932 1014
PES lim 1.5—U −0.698 175 29 551 0.930 976

PES lim 1—U −0.907 176 29 842 0.926 894

Table 7. NPV and optimised technology portfolio of S1&3 as well as all PE scenarios within a high RES penetrated grid mix.

Scenario NPV [€Mio] PV_flat
[kWp]

PV_tilt roof
[kWp]

Battery
[kWh]

Export/
Import

CO2
Emissions [t]

SVS1—R −0.342 477 86 0 4.467 476
PES lim 2—R −0.370 74 108 0 0.727 536

PES lim 1.5—R −0.393 19 172 15 0.714 567
PES lim 1—R −0.493 8 180 178 0.671 529

SVS3—U −0.357 185 25 0 1.036 530
PES lim 2—U −0.392 159 11 61 0.696 563

PES lim 1.5—U −0.495 132 29 183 0.646 586
PES lim 1—U −0.667 130 29 407 0.626 592

Additionally, Figure 9 illustrates the differences in the energy dispatch considering a
low renewable energy local grid mix and a high renewable energy local grid mix. In both
scenarios, night-time is covered by electricity from the grid due to the price advantage. For
expensive and fossil-heavy evening peaks, the battery is used. In the low RES case, due to
the higher battery capacity, the evening peaks in the two chosen days can be completely be
covered by the battery. In the high RES scenario, the battery size is considerably smaller,
and therefore the evening peaks are only partly supplied by the battery to support the
grid. Furthermore, it can be seen that even if PV power is available, sometimes the grid
is used to cover the load before noon. This is due to the very cheap tariff during this
time and the favourable PEF of the grid mix. In the low RES scenario on the second day,
the morning PV power charges the battery to be used later during the day. In the high
RES scenario, the grid covers the demand and the PV power generated is sold to the grid
because this results in a positive balance of primary energy exchange according to the
dynamic definition in Figure 2. The low RES scenario does not show this behaviour to
this extend because the primary energy balance gains are only marginal and mainly get
outweighed by the negative cost balance of feed-in tariff to grid tariff. While the PV power
distribution behaviour under the low RES scenario is more logical due to the low cost of
electricity until that time, the distribution under the high RES scenario is unwanted. This
undesirable phenomenon also contributes to the explanation of increasing CO2 emissions
in the high RES scenario under grid exchange restrictions. Furthermore, it can be seen that
the grid is used much more frequently to charge the battery in the high RES scenario than
in the low RES scenario, which is also explained with the more favourable grid mix of El
Hierro, which on the other hand is reasonable behaviour.
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Figure 9. Electricity dispatch on the 24th and 25th of August 2019 considering (a) load coverage under the low RES La
Palma grid mix, (b) load coverage under the high RES El Hierro grid mix, (c) PV power distribution under the low RES La
Palma grid mix, (d) PV power distribution under the high RES El Hierro grid mix, (e) Battery Charge and Discharge Power
under the low RES La Palma grid mix and (f) Battery Charge and Discharge Power under the high RES El Hierro grid mix.
Considered herein is the urban scenario with a grid exchange limit of 132 kW (PES lim2—U).

3.4. Variation of the Electricity Price

Figure 10 shows the sensitivity of the status quo scenario, the SVS3 scenario and
the PES lim2–2 scenario towards an increase in the electricity tariff. Since the status quo
scenario is only considering electricity import to cover the load, it is the most sensitive
of the three towards an annual increase in electricity tariffs. Even with only the yearly
2% growth that resembles the average annual tariff increase in Europe, the status quo
scenario has the lowest net present value over a lifetime. On the other hand, the grid power
exchange limited scenario is the least affected by an increasing electricity price, given the
used, dynamic tariff scheme. Being the only scenario among the three having a >300 kWh
battery installed, it can effectively reduce price peaks compared to the SVS3 scenario, which
is dependent on the fluctuant behaviour of the sun.
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Figure 10. Sensitivity of the status quo (S1), the SVS3–U and the PES lim 2–U towards tariff increase.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

This work shows that Positive Energy Districts can be spatially feasible and economi-
cally superior over solely grid import in climatically favourable conditions, considering
electricity demand only. This has been elaborated by applying a tailor-made linear pro-
gramming model to an urban and rural case study with the same gross floor area on the
island of La Palma. The rural area is more straightforward to convert to a PED due to its
low floor space index. The much denser urban area with its higher FSI had to use some of
the terrace space for PV power generation to achieve an annual positive energy balance.
Thus, the FSI as an indicator for PED feasibility was confirmed, as already mentioned
in [10]. However, due to the excellent climatic conditions, PV panels are sized until the limit
of available space. While this favours the energy transition, it can be problematic for the
grid, as amplitudes of power export fluctuations increase with higher PV installed capacity.
This strains the grid, requires frequency regulations and potential expensive grid updates.
A PED should contribute to neither of those, and thus, the grid export was restricted in
this work to a multiple of the maximum demand. In most scenarios, this requires battery
installations and PV power installed capacity is reduced. Furthermore, the model tries
to distribute the azimuth angle of PV installations more evenly to spread the PV power
generation over the day and therefore reduce expensive battery installations. Specifically,
the battery addition reduces the net present value of a PED significantly. Only in some
rural cases (more flexible PV installation distribution), the NPV stays above the one of
status quo, as no/less battery is required compared to the urban scenarios.

The novel dynamic primary energy balancing mechanism appears promising for
optimising PEDs or other collective energy systems, with some sort of energy storage for
flexibility. The positive annual energy balance based on hourly changing PEFs of the grid
mix provides an economic incentive to reduce primary energy consumption, which should
be one of the central energy supply related goals of current times. This holds specifically
for closed island (-like) systems such as the Canary Islands without their own electricity
market. There, the price signals of the electricity tariff do not correspond to the local
generation situation. Thus, it adds additional value over the static PEF approach proposed
for PED evaluation by [11]. When applying such dynamic primary energy balancing, one
critical point is allocating primary energy factors to specific export and import power
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streams, as this significantly affects the power exchange with the grid. This is further
explained in Appendix A, where the grid to battery power flow PEF has been misallocated
and resulted in undesirably battery charge and discharge behaviour.

Due to the dynamic PEF balance, the grid power exchange limited PED can be imple-
mented less expensively in areas with high renewable grid mixes. Here, the battery capacity
can be reduced as the significant differences in PEFs result in an excellent opportunity for
PEF arbitrage. However, slight “cheating” could be identified particularly in the high RES
scenario, where PV power is exported to the grid instead of covering the load as the model
found it more valuable in terms of PEF at some time steps. This underlines the importance
of correct adjustment of the PEF for each power flow. The low RES scenarios did not show
this phenomenon to the same extent, as the PEF gap was too small to make up for the
economic loss of this behaviour. Finally, a feasibility analysis towards increasing electricity
tariffs revealed that the PED is more future proof towards raising electricity cost than the
status quo scenario. Here, the grid exchange limited scenario, including a battery, is the most
unaffected by the change, due to the added flexibility to react to price peaks. Thanks to the
novel dynamic PEF approach, this work contributes to both, PED planning and operation
approaches and is therefore a perfect addition to the aforementioned Annex 83 [16].

For future work, the primary energy led operation optimisation will be adjusted
to not allow for “cheating” in any scenarios, such as covering the load demand by the
grid while PV power is exported. A primary focus on self-consumption will be included.
This would propose a valuable addition to microgrid/energy community operation in
closed systems that do not have economic incentives for primary energy-saving operation
due to a missing own electricity market. Additionally, the model will be extended to a
mixed-integer linear programming model to account for heating and cooling in addition to
electricity. To do so, a heating and cooling power matrix, similar to the electricity power
matrix presented in this paper, will be introduced along with the mathematical description
of each generation, conversion and storage technology. This will allow investigating less
climatically favourable areas across Europe for their PED potential, including multi-energy
demands. However, the introduction of binary variables and a much larger space of
possible solutions will significantly increase the model-complexity. Finally, for reducing
strain on the grid but still keeping up high renewable installation capacity, electric mobility
addition to the modelling framework will be discussed in future research.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

∆ Delta
CAPEX Capital Expenditure
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
EC European Commission
EPN Energy Positive Neighbourhood
EU European Union
ex Export
FSI Floor Space Index
GFA Gross Floor Area
GGS Grid Generation Mix Scenario
GTS Grid Tariff Scenario
im Import
KPI Key Performance Indicator
LP Linear Programming
MILP Mixed Integer Linear Programming
NPV Net Present Value
PED Positive Energy District
PEF Primary Energy Factor
PES Power Exchange Scenario
PV Photovoltaic
PVPC Voluntary Price for Small Consumer
REE Red Eléctrica de España
ts Time step
R Rural
S Scenario
SET Strategic Energy Technology
SVS Space Variation Scenario
U Urban
Units
º Degree
€ Euro
kW Kilowatt
kWp Kilowatt peak
kWh Kilowatt hour
m2 Square meter
t Tonnes

Appendix A. Primary Energy Factor of Import Electricity

Figure A1 shows the high importance of correct allocation of primary energy factors
to power flows. In Figure A1, all import power was treated the same way in terms of PEF,
no matter if it was used to cover the load that existed before PED creation or added new
parts to the load by charging the battery. The PEF was the average over the grid mix PEFs at
the current time step according to their share in the mix. For grid export, it was the PEF of
the most expensive technology on the marginal cost curve at a current time step, as this one
would be “substituted” by the PED’s electricity export. This would create the undesired
behaviour of grid to battery power import contributing the negative average of the current
grid mix PEF to the balance, while at the same time battery to grid export contributing
with positively with the PEF of the marginally most expensive technology to the balance.
This would leave a positive balance and therefore, reduce the need for battery installation
in total, as the PED balance would be created partially by back and forth trading between
battery and grid. Attributing also the PEF of the most expensive grid technology at a given
time step to any electricity import that does not cover the load fixed ttheirror. However, it
shows the importance of correct attribution of the PEF to corresponding power flows to
not create undesired dispatch behaviour.
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Figure A1. Battery charge and discharge power of PES lim2 scenario with wrong PEF for grid tp
Battery power.

Appendix B. Input data

This section will supply the work with necessary information regarding input data.
Table A1 shows data about the PV technology. PR stands for Performance Ration and takes
into account typical additional losses of a PV system that are independent of the panel
itself. GCR is the ground coverage ratio and takes into account spacing of PV panels to
avoid shading. Data are obtained from [43].

Table A1. PV input data.

Input Variable Value Unit

CAPEX 1070.0 EUR/kWp
OPEX fix 12.8 EUR/a

OPEX var 0.0 EUR/kWh
ηpv 19 %
PR 0.84 -

GCR flat 0.8 -
GCR tilt roof 1 -

Table A2 delivers the assumptions for lithium-ion battery technology. Assumptions
are justified using [44–46]. Cap/Power ration defines the maximal charge and discharge
power of the battery as a share of the available capacity. SOC1,0 represents the initial state
of charge at year 1 and hour 0.

Table A2. Battery input data.

Input Variable Value Unit

CAPEX 750.0 EUR/kWh
OPEX fix 0.0 EUR/a

OPEX var 0.0 EUR/kWh
ηbatt 95 %

Cap/Power ratio 0.3 -
SOC1,0 0 kWh
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Table A3 provides an overview about location specific data important for PV genera-
tion of the case study in Los Sauces, La Palma.

Table A3. Location input data.

Input Variable Value Unit

Latitude 28.803 -
Longitude −17.774 -

Altitude 288 m
Albedo 0.15 -

Average Temperature 17.8 ºC

Other important import data is shown in Table A4.

Table A4. Other input data.

Input Variable Value Unit

i 0.05 -
PEFdiesel 2.75 -

CO2 Emission factor diesel 74.1 t/TJ
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